Year 5/6/7—Term 2, Week 3

The year 5/6/7 class have been very busy the past couple of weeks. Here are some of the things that we have been working on.

This term we have been doing the following:

- Show casing our cars in a car show
- We have been creating posters about smoking and how it is bad for you

By Tyrone & Graham

This term in the 5/6/7 class we have been busy preparing for NAPLAN, we have created no smoking posters with Liz to teach people about the consequences of smoking. We have had a good start to term 2 and hope it gets better.

By Jonty & Jay

This term the 5/6/7 class have been learning about writing persuasive texts, in particular the structure and language used.

By Daniel & Andrew

Hi! 5/6/7 here. In term 2 we’ve been very busy. Last week we had a car show, and Liz came, we made some cool no-smoking posters. Look for some around town soon! We also had a mass for Mary we sung some awesome new songs. This week we are preparing for NAPLAN and we have so much to do this term.

By Andre & Shaun

The 5/6/7 class have been busy learning about:

- Information Literacy—the ANZACs
- Numeracy & Literacy—preparing for NAPLAN
- Busy showing off our cars

By Sienna & Mbali